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1 AIRCRAFT ELECTRONICS  
1.1 The economic stake
Electronics is a critical part of civil aircraft, in terms of flight efficiency, safety and also cost. Considering the latter, electronics
based systems and equipment of a typical medium-size aircraft of current generation amounts to roughly 20 % of the overall
cost. Computers are increasingly being used for control functions of  aircraft systems in all domains. 
Throughout the aircraft life cycle, the cost of modifications, including parts obsolescence mitigation and functional upgrades
has becomes even more significant for the airlines.  Similarly the demand for new on-board functions and services has
increased to the extent that on-board electronics is definitely a major and increasing differentiation factor for the whole chain
of Air Transport industry - airlines, aircraft manufacturers and electronics equipment manufacturers-.
1.2 The demand for new functions and services
The demand, as expressed by the airlines, raises the following technical and economic challenges:
• Firstly, to fulfil the aircraft design drivers and philosophy which are and remain: Safety, Economy, Comfort, Automation
and Communication
• Secondly , to increase the functionality of Airborne systems to support the continuous increase in Air Traffic (with FANS,
ATM and other new concepts)
• Lastly, to respond positively to the demanding competition in Air Transport for more efficiency and more services to
operators, passengers and freight: In-Flight Entertainment (IFE), easy access to the web and to e-mail, automatic transfer
of all maintenance or commercial data to ground base, maintenance free electronics, etc.
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1.3 Today's Aircraft electronics profile
As of today, aircraft electronics is still characterised by a large number of different equipment or “black boxes”, the line-
replaceable units (LRUs), of diverse technologies, each with their own hardware and software combined into specific
architectures.
In terms of weight and volume, the avionics bay of a typical commercial aircraft hosting around one hundred LRU’s weighs
about 500 kg, with an extra 500 kg of wiring and occupies several cubic meters. 
Each black box is dedicated to a function or to part of it, and is  developed, qualified, certified, integrated and maintained
independently. The effort and related costs of such operations are of course considerable and such a design limits dramatically
the possibility for evolution and imposes on airlines costly logistic support.
Figure 1 : Current aircraft electronics
1.4 Evolution of aircraft electronics demand for New Functions and Services
The future demands for new functions expressed by the airlines have led to a steady growth in computer processing capacity
and in data communications as shown by the diagram in figure 2.
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Figure 2 : Evolution of Requirements on Aircraft Electronics
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Keeping the "LRUs" proprietary technologies to respond to the new demand leads to an unacceptable ownership for the
airlines. 
New concepts have arisen with the potential to offer increased efficiency and savings. To address this problem of computer
processing and data communications capacity growth vs electronics ownership cost, the aircraft electronics industry has taken
the route to take advantage of the concepts and technologies developed in the public information and communication domains. 
1.4.1 The Choice for New Open Standards
The Communications and IT market have demonstrated how powerful the concept of Open Standards is in increasing the
competition in equipment (i.e. reducing costs whilst preserving and improving the safety level), encouraging the design of
creative, innovative and efficient solutions and shortening the "time to market" (i.e. the time between the start of the design of
a product and its availability on the market place) and facilitating the development of new generation of hardware and
software.
The view, now widespread in the aerospace industry, is that it is time to move away from single-source components and
manufacturers' proprietary standards towards concurrent development of components by several suppliers working to open
standards. Standardisation of electronic components and systems will reduce the costs of purchasing and maintaining
equipment throughout the aircraft life. This approach may also be applied to the associated development means and tools, to
the system applications performing the functions, and to the various hardware and software system interfaces.
1.4.2 The right Technology at the right place
To respond efficiently to the expressed demands for new functions, it is necessary to make the best use of potentially
applicable technologies (detailed below), for each functional Aircraft domain against their safety and reliability requirements,
which differ significantly between the "critical" functions:  
• the cockpit, utilities and cabin environment (such functions are encompassed in the "avionics" concept). (IMA
technology will be used for these domains).
and the less critical functions, as found in:
• the On-board Information System or OIS - grouping electronic functions for cockpit crew such as the maintenance
information services, the Aircraft Condition Monitoring Function (ACMF), the data loading, the cockpit logbook.
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• the Passenger and Cabin crew Electronics Services or PCES, grouping the IFE with Intranet / Internet access, and the
cabin crew services such as cabin log book, catering management, duty free sales management (in these domains the
use of  COTS is considered desirable).
1.4.3 The heart of Avionics Reshaping: Integrated Modular Electronics (IME) concept : 
One technological response to the processing capacity growth vs electronics cost is the IME concept which, is based on sharing
a bare standardised processing platform (called Line Replaceable Modules or LRM) by several functions.
An  IME platform provides the following capabilities :
• Share of the Hardware Resources
- Multiple functions can be hosted on the same platform 
• Independence of the SW vis-à-vis the HW
- A standard OS API layer enables the function to make an “abstraction” of the platform hardware. 
• Hosting Functions of different criticality
− This capability is enabled thanks to :
 Time & Space Partitioning mechanisms
 Failure confinement mechanisms (One function fail can’t cause another function to fail)
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Figure  3  : IM A  H ost M odule
The advantage of  the LRMs lies in the fact that these hardware modules are, for a given category of functions, identical, and
are  independent of the functions they can support. This inter-changeability leads to a drastic reduction in the hardware
diversity (i.e. the different types of LRMs).
 The benefits are considerable: reduction in development, production and certification costs, reduction of maintenance
operations costs and spares inventory. Moreover, this architecture brings a high flexibility for the update of functions, or the
implementation of new ones in the life of the aircraft.
1.4.4 A key enabler of efficient data communications: the High Bandwidth Network
The stringent reliability and safety constraints on avionics have led the European industry and research centres to initiate
several studies to determine the most appropriate technology for high speed communications on-board the aircraft. One of
these important studies was led in the European Project PAMELA of the 5th Framework programme. One essential result was
the recommendation to use the Avionics Full Duplex Ethernet  (AFDX) technology for data communications with an IMA
architecture.
This result has been endorsed by most European aircraft electronics companies, and the AFDX technology based on Arinc 664
(AFDX) standard supports a 100Mbits dataflow and is now acknowledged as a solution with  growth potential to meet aircraft
system data communication requirements 
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2 THE EUROPEAN OPPORTUNITY
Designing new systems based on new architectures and technologies require a considerable amount of effort and investment.
This has been acknowledged by the European Commission who included in the FP5 Work-programme of GROWTH, Key-
Action 4 "New Perspectives in Aeronautics" – a call for a Target Platform (TP9) on Integrated and modular electronics
systems, to allow the European Industry to make the necessary step for forthcoming competitions. 
2.1 The VICTORIA answer
In this context, European aircraft electronics companies, associated with European research centres and universities,  submitted
to the EC in full compliance with the terms of work-programme for this TP9 on Integrated and modular electronics systems, a
proposal named VICTORIA, as Validation platform for Integration of standardised Components, Technologies and Tools in
an Open, modulaR and Improved Aircraft electronic system. This project is aimed at validating the feasibility of a new aircraft
electronics architecture: « Integrated Modular Electronics» concept based on open standards through the:
• Modularity and standardisation of the components,
• Definition of adapted Tools 
• Design of new architectures, 
• Certification processes.
Beside the IMA topic, the VICTORIA project tackles the following new issues:
• Interactive MMI of the Cockpit displays, 
• Applications enabled by the "Open World" domain,
• Passenger services: communication / business / entertainment needs.
As mentioned above, VICTORIA capitalises directly on the results from both NEVADA and PAMELA projects (former
European studies). 
2.1.1 The Schedule
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Figure 4 : schedule
The VICTORIA programme was kicked-off on January 2001, the validation platform was defined during 2002/2003, now
VICTORIA is entering its integration & verification phase. 
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2.1.2 The Organisation
In compliance with the contractual rules of the 5th F.P., the 34 partners have organised themselves according to the scheme in
the figure 5 : 
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Figure 5 : organisation
The VICTORIA project has led to a partnership of 34 participants from 10 European countries: Denmark, France, Germany,
Greece, Italy, Ireland, Netherlands, Portugal, Sweden, and United Kingdom: 
• 3 civilian large and medium size aircraft manufacturers for their expertise in Systems Integration,
• 1 civilian regional aircraft manufacturer for applicability of the IME concept to this type of aircraft,
• 2 helicopter manufacturers for studying the IME concepts applicability to rotary wings aircraft, in order to study these
concepts on the widest possible range of commercial vehicles that fly as helicopters.
• 18 large medium and small aircraft equipment and applications suppliers selected according to their expertise in the
different electronics domains and/or their involvement in the  VICTORIA processes and means,
• 3 state research centres for their scientific expertise in modular electronics and IST technologies,
• 4 universities dealing with large system design processes,
• 1 R&D company associated with a large University for component supply,
• 2 software companies for applications development.
The Imperial College are an assistant to Smiths
Thales Avionics is the co-ordinator of VICTORIA.
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2.1.3 The Work Breakdown Structure
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figure 6: Work Breakdown Structure
The VICTORIA programme has been broken down into seven primary work packages investigating the need for new
equipment and applications, as well as the tools and methods to design them. These are respectively:
• The preparation of new standards 
• The definition of the "validation platform" 
• The preparation of new development tools and means 
• The implementation of components and modules 
• The development and modification of the software application exercisers 
• The integration, evaluation and validation testing of resources and applications 
2.1.3.1 Standards
Effort on contribution to international standards is an essential part of VICTORIA.  “Core” standards were selected in the first
phase of the project to support the exploitation of IME concepts. They are dealing with the hardware, software and component
level. They are grouped in the summary table below :
DO 201A :  Airport Data Base for taxiing navigation display
ARINC 615A :  High Speed Dataloader 
ARINC 628 :  Cabin Equipment Interfaces (CEI)
ARINC 644A :  Portable Multi-Purpose Access Terminal (PMAT) 
ARINC 653 :  Avionics Application Software Standard Interface
ARINC 654 :  Environmental Design Guidelines For Integrated Modular Avionics Packaging & Interfaces
ARINC 655 :  RDC generic description
ARINC 661 :  Cockpit Display System Interfaces To User System
ARINC 664 :  Aircraft Data Network
ARINC 667 :  Loadable Software  Airplane Part (LSAP)
ARINC 763 :  Network Server System (NSS)
Effort on contribution to the EUROCAE WG-60 / RTC SC-200 working groups to propose, document and deliver means to
support the certification (or approval) of Modular Avionics, systems integration and hosted applications, including
considerations for installation and continued airworthiness in all categories and classes of aircraft.
2.1.3.2 The experimental platform
One essential achievement of VICTORIA will be the realisation of an integrated VICTORIA platform encompassing six
domains: Cabin, Cockpit, Utilities, On-board Information System (OIS) and Passenger and Crew Electronic Services (PCES)
distributed in three different sites.
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figure 7 : The validation platform architecture
2.1.3.3 Means & Tools
The introduction of new technologies and new avionics concepts has a significant impact on development process, tools,
integration and validation means in order to comply with the new roles and responsibilities and with the certification
objectives. As VICTORIA takes into consideration the whole sequence of IME development activities a set of means and tools
were selected to cover the following areas and development steps:
• System design and modelling
• Application development
• Platform Integration
• System Integration and Validation means
• Component Conformance suites
2.1.3.4 The Applications
The set of applications developed in the framework of VICTORIA was selected according to the following criteria :
• applications which validate new concepts or standards,
• applications which validate the interoperability of independent functions hosted on a common platform, with a
standardised operating system.
• applications which validate the interoperability of separate domains.
According to these criteria :
One of the focussed developments has been on the Arinc 661 Interactivity capabilities of the Displays in  the Cockpit domain.
Integrated Modular Avionics, supporting flight-critical / flight-essential functions were implemented in the
Cabin/Utilities/Energy domains :
• Fuel management, Landing Gear Extension/Retraction, Braking & Steering
• Air Conditioning, Smoke Detection, Pressure Control, Ventilation Control, Doors and Slides Management
• Primary Power Distribution, Secondary Power Distribution, Remote power distribution
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Non flight essential functions requiring  massive information processing and data communication for the crew were
implemented in the Application Servers of the  On-board Information System domain: 
• Data Loading, On Board Maintenance, Aircraft Condition Monitoring System, Quick Access Recorder
• Airport Navigation , Surface Collision Avoidance Function, Helicopter Navigation Data Base
• Secure communication interface, External wireless communication (TWLU)
Passenger in-flight-entertainment & Cabin services were implemented in the Application Servers of the Passenger and Crew
Electronic Services domain:
• Moving Map, Internet/Intranet, Live TV
• Cabin Logbook, Cabin Inventory
• IPSEC and  Network Stress Resource, CIDS Help ((Cabin Lighting, Air Condition, Doors), E-Documentation
• System Network Monitoring, External communication (SDU,CWLU)
3 CONCLUSION
The VICTORIA project enables the European industry to:
• check the feasibility of components / modules compliant with the new standards,
• exercise, at components / modules level, the verification of conformance and validate the conformance test suite,
which is a necessary part of any successful standard,
• validate the interoperability standards by integrating components / modules from different sources and achieving
direct compatibility,
• demonstrate through integration of representative applications the overall adequacy and performances of future
platforms built around these standards,
• validate through their use in this process the various development tools defined for future aircraft electronics
programs.
And also very importantly, beside the technical achievements described in this paper, the VICTORIA programme is a
successful co-working demonstration of a large European industry team, contributing to strengthen the links and cooperation
between its partners beyond the programme. 
